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ALGEBRAIC RELIABILITY OF MULTI-STATE k-OUT-OF-n
SYSTEMS
PATRICIA PASCUAL-ORTIGOSA, EDUARDO SA´ENZ-DE-CABEZO´N,
AND HENRY P. WYNN
Abstract. In this paper we review different definitions that multi-state k-out-
of-n systems have received along the literature and study them in a unified way
using the algebra of monomial ideals. We thus obtain formulas and algorithms to
compute their reliability and bounds for it.
1. Introduction
We say that a system is a k-out-of-n:G system (G for good) if it works whenever k
of its n components work, and that it is a k-out-of-n:F (F for fail) if it fails whenever
k of its n components fail. k-out-of-n systems are one of the most relevant types of
systems studied in reliability theory due to their theoretical interest and wide range
of applications, cf. [20, 22, 11]. The multi-state version, which can model more
general situations, has been object of intense research in the last decades and is also
applied in a variety of situations [18, 19, 5, 13]. Since the first definition of multi-
state k-out-of-n systems [14] several authors have proposed different definitions and
generalizations, together with particular methods to evaluate the reliability of these
systems, see for instance [6, 18, 2, 9, 10, 3, 5, 26] and references therein.
The algebraic method for the analysis of system reliability associates a monomial
ideal to a coherent system and by studying algebraic properties of this ideal obtains
information about the system and its reliability [31, 32, 33, 34]. It is a general
method that can be adapted to different kind of systems, both binary and multi-
state. In this paper we review the different definitions of multi-state k-out-of-n
systems, study them in an algebraic way, and apply the algebraic method as a
unified way to compute their reliability.
A problem for the reliability computation of these systems is the computational
burden when complexity increases. Several algorithms have been proposed to com-
pute the exact reliability of these systems, see [4, 7, 38, 36, 25]; also, Ding et al.
propose in [9] a framework for reliability approximation. Our approach, while enu-
merative, shows good performance and can provide both exact reliability and bounds
in the case of i.i.d components and in the case of independent non-identical compo-
nents.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Section 2 we give a quick overview of
the algebraic method for system reliability analysis, in particular when applied to
multi-state systems. In Section 3 we show the first definitions of multi-state k-out-
of-n systems, give an algebraic version of them and use it to analyse the reliability
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of this kind of systems. In Section 4 we study generalized multi-state k-out-of-n
systems and in Section 5 we focus on a type of binary k-out-of-n systems with
multi-state components and give an examples of application of these systems.
2. Algebraic reliability of multi-state system
Let S be a system with n components that can be in any of a set of m+1 possible
states S = {0, . . . ,m}. Each component ci of S can be in a discrete number of
ordered states Si = {0, . . . ,mi}. The states of the system are also ordered and
measure the overall performance of the system. We assume that state j represents
better performance than state i whenever j > i. We define a structure function
φ that for each n-tuple of component states outputs the state of the system i.e.
φ : S1 × · · · × Sn → S. We say that the system is coherent if φ(x) ≥ φ(y) whenever
x > y, which means that the component states given by x are greater or equal than
those given by y and there is at least one improvement. Conversely, φ(x) ≤ φ(y)
whenever x < y. If m1 = · · · = mn = 1, then we say that the system has binary
components. If m = 1, then we say that the system is itself binary. We have
therefore the following types of systems with respect to their number of states:
- If m = 1 and mi = 1 for all i, we have a binary system with binary compo-
nents. These are usually simply referred to as binary systems.
- If m > 1 and mi = 1 for all i, we have a multi-state system with binary
components.
- If m = 1 and there is at least one component i such that mi > 1, we have a
binary system with multi-state components.
- If m > 1 and there is at least one component i such that mi > 1, we have a
multi-state system with multi-state components.
We basically follow here the notation in [16] and [27] but we allow a more general
kind of systems, since we do not restrict to the case that max(S) ≤ max(Si)∀i.
For other definitions of multi-state systems and a review of multi-state reliability
analysis, we refer to [14, 23, 37] and the references therein.
Let S be a coherent system with n components and let FS,j be the set of tuples of
components’ states x such that φ(x) ≥ j for some 0 < j ≤ m. The elements of FS,j
are called j-working states of S. Let FS,j be the set of minimal j-working states,
i.e. states in FS,j such that the degradation of the performance of any component
provokes that the overall performance of the system is degraded to some j′ < j. Let
now R = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring over a field k. Each tuple of components’
states (s1, . . . , sn) ∈ S1×· · ·×Sn corresponds to the monomial xs11 · · ·xsnn in R. The
coherence property of the system is equivalent to saying that the elements of FS,j
correspond to the monomials in an ideal, denoted by IS,j and called the j-reliability
ideal of S. The unique minimal monomial generating set of IS,j, denoted G(IS,j),
is formed by the monomials corresponding to the elements of FS,j (see [30, §2] for
more details). Hence, obtaining the set of minimal cuts of S amounts to compute
the minimal generating set of IS,j.
In order to compute the j-reliability of S (i.e. the probability that the system is
performing at least at level j) we can use the numerator of the Hilbert series of IS,j,
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denoted by HIS,j . The polynomial HIS,j gives a formula, in terms of x1, . . . , xn that
enumerates all the monomials in IS,j, i.e. the monomials corresponding to the states
in FS,j. Hence, computing the (numerator of) the Hilbert series of IS,j provides a
way to compute the j-reliability of S by substituting xai by pi,a, the probability that
the component i is at least performing at level a, as explored in [30, §2] (for the
binary case).
Often in practice it is more useful to have bounds on the j-reliability of S rather
than the exact formula. In order to have a formula that can be truncated at different
summands to obtain bounds for the j-reliability in the same way that we truncate
the inclusion-exclusion formula to obtain the so-called Bonferroni bounds, we need
a special way to write the numerator of the Hilbert series of IS,j. This convenient
form is given by the alternating sum of the ranks in any free resolution of the ideal
IS,j. Every monomial ideal I has a minimal free resolution, which provides the
tightest bounds among the aforementioned ones. The ranks of the free modules in
the minimal free resolution are called the Betti numbers of the ideal and are denoted
by βi(I), or by βi,j(I) in the graded case. In general, the closer the resolution is to
the minimal one, the tighter the bounds obtained, see e.g. [30, §3].
In summary, the algebraic method for computing the j-reliability of a coherent
system S works as follows:
(1) Associate to the system S its j-reliability ideal IS,j.
(2) Obtain the minimal generating set of IS,j to get the set FS,j.
(3) Compute the Hilbert series of IS,j to have the j-reliability of S.
(3’) Compute any free resolution of IS,j. The alternating sum of the ranks of this
resolution gives a formula for the Hilbert series of IS,j i.e., the unreliability
of S, which provides bounds by truncation at each summand.
The choice between steps (3) or (3’) depends on our needs. If we are only in-
terested in computing the full reliability formula, then we can use any algorithm
that computes Hilbert series in step (3). However, if we need bounds for our system
reliability, then we can compute any free resolution of IS,j and thus perform step
(3’). If the performing probabilities of the different components are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d), then in points (3) and (3’) of this procedure we only
need the graded version of Hilbert series and free resolutions. Otherwise, we need
their multigraded version. For more details and the proofs of the results described
here, we refer to [30, 33]. To see more applications of this method in reliability
analysis we refer to [31, 32, 34].
3. Simple multi-state k-out-of-n systems
The first definition of multi-state k-out-of-n systems was given by El-Neweihi et
al. in the seminal work [14]. They define multi-state systems as follows:
Definition 3.1 (El-Neweihi et al., 1978). A system of n components is said to be
a multi-state coherent system (MCS) if its structure function φ satisfies:
(1) φ is increasing.
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(2) For level j of component i, there exists a vector (·i,x) such that φ(ji,x) = j
while φ(li,x) 6= j for l 6= j for i = 1, . . . , n and j = 0, . . . ,M .
(3) φ(j) = j for j = 0, . . . ,M , where j = (j, . . . , j).
Where (ji,x) means that the state of the i’th component in x is j. Observe that
this definition is more restrictive than ours in the sense that they assume every
component has the same number of states, which is in turn the number of states of
the system, i.e. M .
The definiton of multi-state k-out-of-n systems in [14] is:
Definition 3.2 (El-Neweihi, 1978). A system is a multi-state k-out-of-n system if
its structure function satisfies
(3.1) φ(x) = x(n−k+1)
where x(1) ≤ x(2) ≤ · · · ≤ x(n) is a non decreasing arrangement of x1, . . . , xn.
Observe that this definition satisfies the conditions given in Definition 3.1. It is
easy to check that φ is an increasing function and φ(j) = j for all j = 0, . . . ,M . To
see condition (2) just observe that there always exists a non decreasing arrangement
of x1, . . . , xn in which φ(ji,x) = j while φ(li,x) 6= j for l 6= j for i = 1, . . . , n and
j = 0, . . . ,M . Taking the vector in which the first n− k + 1 components are lower
than j and the rest of the are greater than j, we have that condition (2) is satisfied.
Remark 3.3. This kind of systems are called simple multi-state k-out-of-n systems
in [22].
We describe now the j-reliability ideal of these multi-state k-out-of-n systems:
Proposition 3.4. The ideal
I(k,n),j = 〈
∏
σ⊆{1,...,n}
|σ|=k
xji | i ∈ σ〉
is the j-reliability ideal of a multi-state k-out-of-n system as defined in Definition
3.2.
Proof. First of all we need to check that all µ ∈ G(I(k,n),j) satisfy φ(µ) = j. Let
xµ = xji1x
j
i2
. . . xjik be a generator of I(k,n),j, with {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. If we make
a non decreasing arrangement of xi1 , . . . , xik we obtain the vector (0, ..., 0, j, ..., j) in
which the first n−k components are in state 0 and the other components are in state
j. Applying the structure function φ to this vector we have that φ(0, ..., 0, j, ..., j) =
j.
Now, if xν ∈ I(k,n),j, there exists xµ ∈ G(I(k,n),j) such that µ ≤ ν. This implies
φ(µ) ≤ φ(ν) and since φ(µ) = j and φ is an increasing function, we obtain φ(ν) ≥ j.
Finally if l < j and φ(ν) = l we must have xν 6∈ I(k,n),j. Since φ(ν) = l < j
we have that there are at most, k − 1 variables with exponent greater or equal j.
This implies that there does not exist any σ ∈ {1, . . . , n} with |σ| = k such that∏
xi∈σ x
j
i | xν , hence xν /∈ I(k,n),j. 
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In [6] Boedigheimer and Kapur define customer-driven reliability models for multi-
state systems. They consider systems with M states in which component i can be
in Mi states. They describe such systems using upper and lower boundary points,
which are enough to describe the system completely and are defined as follows
Definition 3.5. We say x is a lower boundary point (l.b.p.) to level j iff φ(x) ≥ j
and y < x implies that φ(y) < j, for j = 1, . . . ,M . An upper boundary point (u.b.p)
to level j is an n-tuple x such that φ(x) ≤ j and y > x implies that φ(y) > j, for
j = 0, . . . ,M − 1.
Observe that the lower boundary points to level j are the minimal monomial
generators of the j-reliability ideal of the system. To describe upper boundary
points algebraically we need the concept of maximal standard pairs [35].
Definition 3.6. Let I a monomial ideal in R = k[x1, . . . , xn] and σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
The pair (xµ, σ) is a standard pair for I if it satisfies:
- supp(xµ) ∩ σ = ∅, where supp(xµ) is the set of indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n} such
that xi divides x
µ.
- for all monomials xν such that supp(xν) ⊆ σ we have that xµxν /∈ I.
- (xµ, σ) 6⊆ (xν , τ) for any other (xν , τ) satisfying the two previous conditions.
We say that (xµ, σ) is a maximal standard pair if there is no other standard pair
(xν , σ) such that xµ divides xν .
Maximal standard pairs are in one-to-one correspondence with upper boundary
points.
Theorem 3.7. Let IS,j be the j-reliability ideal of a coherent system S for which
component i can be in states (0, . . . ,Mi). Then µ+
∑
i∈σ 1Mi is an upper boundary
point of S for level j − 1 if and only if (xµ, σ) is a maximal standard pair of IS,j.
Proof. ⇒) Let α be an upper boundary point of S for level j−1. Let σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
be the set of components of S such that αi = Mi. We have that σ 6= {1, . . . , n}
i.e. there exists at least one component i such that αi 6= Mi hence α is of the form
α = µ+
∑
i∈σ 1Mi . φ(α) < j implies x
α /∈ IS,j, and we claim that (µ, σ) is a standard
pair for IS,j. To see this, let x
µxν such that supp(xν) ⊆ σ. If νi ≤ Mi then clearly
xµxν /∈ IS,j because µ + ν ≤ α and φ(α) < j. Now, since xα /∈ IS,j we know there
is no minimal generator of IS,j that divides x
α and since Mi = αi is the maximal
power to which variable i can possibly be raised to in any generator of IS,j then
no generator will divide xαxν for any ν such that supp(xν) ⊆ σ hence (µ, σ) is a
standard pair. Assume now that (µ, σ) is not maximal. Then there is some i′ /∈ σ
such that (µ + 1i′ , σ) is a standard pair for IS,j. Then x
µxi′
∏
i∈σ x
Mi
i /∈ IS,j i.e.
φ(α+ 1i) < j which contradicts the assumption that α is an upper boundary point
of S for level j − 1.
⇐) Let (xµ, σ) be a maximal standard monomial of IS,j, i.e. xµ /∈ IS,j and xµxν /∈ IS,j
for all xν such that supp(xν) ⊆ σ. Let xα = xµ∏i∈σ xMii . Since xα /∈ IS,j we know
that φ(α) < j. Let now β > α, we can assume without loss of generality that
β = α + 1i for some i /∈ σ. Suppose xβ /∈ IS,j. Then there is no minimal generator
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of IS,j that divides x
β but since Mi is the maximal state of component i, then there
is no minimal generator of IS,j that divides x
βxν for any ν such that its support
is a subset of σ. Finally since the difference between xµxi and x
β is a monomial
whose support is in σ, we have that (xµxi, σ) is a standard pair for IS,j, which is
in contradiction with the fact that (xµ, σ) is maximal, hence xβ ∈ IS,j and α is an
upper boundary point of S for level j − 1. 
Using upper and lower boundary points, Boedigheimer and Kapur define multi-
state k-out-of-n systems as follows.
Definition 3.8 (Boedigheimer and Kapur, 1994). φ is a multi-state k-out-of-n : G
structure function if, and only if, φ has
(
n
k
)
lower boundary points to level j (j =
1, . . . ,M) and
(
n
k−1
)
upper boundary points to level j (j = 0, . . . ,M − 1).
The minimal generating set of the ideal I(k,n),j in Proposition 3.4 has
(
n
k
)
elements,
i.e. this system has
(
n
k
)
lower boundary points. The maximal standard pairs of I(n,k),j
are (
∏
i∈σ x
j−1
i , {1, . . . , n} − σ) for all σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that |σ| = n− k + 1, i.e.
the number of upper boundary points of S for j − 1 is ( n
n−k+1
)
=
(
n
k−1
)
. Hence,
Proposition 3.4 is a proof of the equivalence of definitions 3.2 and 3.8 in the case
that Mi = M for all i.
If we allow that the number of states of each of the components can be different,
then the situation is more complicated. Let nj be the number of components such
that their maximum performance level Mi is bigger than or equal to j. If nj ≥ k then
the system behaves as a multi-state k-out-of-n system by setting φ as in Definition
3.2. The number of lower and upper boundary points does however vary. The lower
boundary points are given by the tuples that have k components at level j and n−k
components at level 0, and there are
(
nj
k
)
such tuples. And if nj ≥ k then the upper
boundary points for level j are given by the tuples in which k − 1 components are
at their maximum level (strictly bigger than j), the other component such that its
maximum level is bigger than j is exactly at level j and the rest of the components
are at level min{Mi, j}. The number of such tuples is
(
nj+1
k
)
. Hence the system
behaves at level j as a k-out-of-nj system according to definition 3.8. In fact, if we
only consider those components whose maximum performance level is bigger than
j then the system behaves at level j as a k-out-of-nj system according to both
definitions.
We can then generalize the ideal in Proposition 3.4 allowing different number of
levels for each component:
Definition 3.9. Let S be a multi-state system with levels {0, . . . ,M} and such
that each component i has Mi+1 levels of performance {0, . . . ,Mi}. Let nj ≤ n
the number of components such that Mi ≥ j for each j ∈ {0, . . . ,M} (for ease of
notation we consider that these are components 1, . . . , nj). S is a multi-state k-out-
of-n system if for every j ∈ {1, . . . ,M} the j-reliability ideal of S, IS,j, is of the
form
IS,j = 〈
∏
σ⊆{1,...,nj}
|σ|=k
xji | i ∈ σ〉.
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Level Lower boundary points Upper boundary points
0 (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (0, 0, 0, 2, 0), (0, 0, 2, 0, 0),
(0, 3, 0, 0, 0), (4, 0, 0, 0, 0)
1 (0, 0, 0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 1, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, 2, 1), (1, 1, 2, 1, 1), (1, 3, 1, 1, 1),
(0, 0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0, 0) (4, 1, 1, 1, 1)
(1, 0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0, 0, 0)
2 (0, 0, 2, 2, 0), (0, 2, 0, 2, 0), (2, 0, 0, 2, 0), (0, 2, 2, 0, 0), (2, 3, 2, 2, 1), (4, 2, 2, 2, 1)
(2, 0, 2, 0, 0), (2, 2, 0, 0, 0)
3 (3, 3, 0, 0, 0)
Table 1. Upper and lower boundary points for the system in Exam-
ple 3.10
Example 3.10. Let S be a system such that S1 = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, S2 = {0, 1, 2, 3}, S3 =
S4 = {0, 1, 2} and S5 = {0, 1} and let φ(x) = x(4). Observe that n1 = 5, n2 = 4,
n3 = 2, n4 = 1. The system behaves as a 2-out-of-5 for levels j = 1, 2, 3 accord-
ing to Definition 3.2 and as a 2-out-of-nj system for levels j = 1, 2, 3 according to
Definition 3.8. The lower and upper boundary points are given in Table 1.
The reliability ideals for this system are
IS,1 = 〈x1x2, x1x3, x1x4, x1x5, x2x3, x2x4, x2x5, x3x4, x3x5, x4x5〉
IS,2 = 〈x21x22, x21x23, x21x24, x22x23, x22x24, x23x24〉
IS,3 = 〈x31x32〉.
4. Generalized multi-state k-out-of-n systems
In [19] Huang, Zuo and Wu introduced generalized multi-state k-out-of-n systems
allowing different number of components for a system to perform at each level j
naturally extending the capabilities of the systems studied in the previous section
and providing more flexibility to describe practical situations. The definition in [19]
is the following
Definition 4.1 (Huang, Zuo and Wu, 2000). An n-component system is called a
generalized multi-state k-out-of-n:G system if φ(x) > j, 1 ≤ j ≤M whenever there
exists an integer value l (j ≤ l ≤M) such that at least kl components are in state l
or above.
If we denote by φ the structure function of the system S and by Nj the number
of components in state j or above, then this definition can be rephrased by saying
that φ(S) ≥ j if
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Nj ≥ kj
Nj+1 ≥ kj+1
...
NM ≥ kM
Hence we can denote a generalized multi-state k-out-of-n system by Sn,(k1,...,kM ).
When k1 ≤ · · · ≤ km the system is called an increasing generalized multi-state k-out-
of-n:G system, and if k1 ≥ · · · ≥ km the system is said to be decreasing. Huang et
al. provide formulas for both cases and an enumerative algorithm for the evaluation
of the reliability of generalized multi-state k-out-of-n systems when the sequence
(k1, . . . , kM) is monotone.
Continuing this line M. J. Zuo and Z. Tian defined in [39] generalized multi-state
k-out-of-n:F systems.
Definition 4.2 (Zuo and Tian, 2006). An n-component system is called generalized
multi-state k-out-of-n : F system if φ(x) < j, 1 ≤ j ≤M whenever the states of at
least kl components are below l for all l such that j ≤ l ≤M .
Using this definition they provide a correspondence between generalized multi-
state k-out-of-n:G systems and generalized multi-state k-out-of-n:F systems. They
study these systems when the sequence (k1, . . . , kM) is not necessarily monotone and
provide an efficient algorithm that is recursive on M , the number of performance
levels. This algorithm outperforms the one in [19] which is recursive in n.
Using the ideals in Proposition 3.4 we can immediately describe the reliability
ideal of a generalized multi-state k-out-of-n:G system given by (k1, . . . , kM).
Proposition 4.3. The j-reliability ideal of a generalized multi-state k-out-of-n sys-
tem S = Sn,(k1,...,kM ) is given by
IS,j = In,(kj ,...,kM ) =
M∑
i=j
I(ki,n),i.
Example 4.4. We study here Example 8 in [19] with the algebraic method and re-
cover the exact same results given there. The system in this example is a generalized
multi-state k-out-of-3:G system with four states (0, 1, 2, 3) such that k1 = 3, k2 = 2
and k3 = 2, hence it is a decreasing MS k-out-of-n:G system. The probabilities of
the different components are given by p1,0 = 0.1, p1,1 = 0.2, p1,2 = 0.3, p1,3 = 0.4,
p2,0 = 0.1, p2,1 = 0.2, p2,2 = 0.2, p2,3 = 0.6, p3,0 = 0.1, p3,1 = 0.2, p3,2 = 0.4,
p3,3 = 0.3, where pi,j is the probability that component i is performing at level j.
- For the system to be in state 3 there must be at least 2 components in state 3
or above (k3 = 2). Hence the corresponding ideal is IS,3 = 〈x3y3, x3z3, y3z3〉.
The numerator of the Hilbert series is HIS,3 = x
3y3 +x3z3 + y3z3− 2(x3y3z3)
and when plugging the probabilities in, we have that the probability that
the system is in state 3 or above, denoted RS,3, is 0.396, which equals the
probability that the system is exactly in state 3, denoted rS,3.
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- The system is in state 2 or above if at least 2 components are in state 2
or above, hence IS,2 = I(2,3),2 + I(2,3),3 = I(2,3),2 = 〈x2y2, x2z2, y2z2〉. The
numerator of the Hilbert series is HIS,2 = x
2y2 +x2z2 + y2z2− 2(x2y2z2) and
we obtain RS,2 = 0.826 and rS,2 = RS,2 −RS,3 = 0.826− 0.396 = 0.430.
- Since k1 = 3 the system is in state 1 or above if all 3 components are in
state 1 or above or if at least 2 components are in state 2 or above or if at
least 2 components are in state 3 or above. The corresponding ideal is then
IS,1 = I(3,3),1 + I(2,3),2 + I(2,3),3 = I(3,3),1 + I(2,3),2 = 〈xyz, x2y2, x2z2, y2z2〉,
HIS,1 = xyz + x
2y2 + x2z2 + y2z2 − (xy2z2 + x2yz2 + x2y2z) and we obtain
RS,1 = 0.89 and rS,1 = RS,1 −RS,2 = 0.89− 0.826 = 0.064.
- Finally rS,0 = RS,0 −RS,1 = 1− 0.89 = 0.11.
Using the reliability ideals of generalized multi-state k-out-of-n:G systems given
in Proposition 4.3 we can develop a recursive method to compute their reliability.
The method is recursive on M , the number of performance levels and can be used
for any sequence (k1, . . . , kM) describing the system, not necessarily monotome.
This method is an enumerative one that can be used even when the component’s
probabilities are not i.i.d. For the i.i.d. case our method is equivalent to the one
in [39] in terms of computational complexity. We will use the technique of Mayer-
Vietoris trees, which were introduced in [28, 29], see Appendix A for an explanation
of the method. For ease of the notation we assume that the sequence (k1, . . . , kM)
is strictly decreasing. In any other case, the only difference is that some of the
summands that compose the ideal In,(kj ,...,kM ) will be missing, as we saw in Example
4.4 but this fact does not affect the algorithm description or its performance.
Let 1 ≤ j ≤M and In,(kj ,...,kM ) =
∑M
i=j I(ki,n),i the j-reliability ideal of the system.
We sort the generators of In,(kj ,...,kM ) in ascending degree and lexicographically within
each degree. For constructing the Mayer-Vietoris tree we will use as pivot always
the last generator. First, we use as pivots the generators of I(kM ,n),M . We denote
each of them by xMσ =
∏
xi∈σ x
M
i for σ ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and |σ| = kM . For each of these
generators we obtain as left child in the Mayer-Vietoris tree the ideal denoted by
Iσ,M given by
Iσ,M = In−kM ,(kj−kM ,...,kM−1−kM ) +
∑
xi /∈σ,xi<max(σ)
〈xMi 〉,
where In−kM ,(kj−kM ,...,kM−1−kM ) ⊆ k[[n]−σ]. On each of the nodes of the tree we use
as pivots the monomials in
∑
xi /∈σ,xi<max(σ)〈xMi 〉 and proceed in the same way when
the node is Iσ,M = In−kM ,(kj−kM ,...,kM−1−kM ). Finally, after using all the generators of
In,(kj ,...,kM ) as pivots, we are left with the ideal In,(kj ,...,kM−1). This procedure leads
to the following recursive formula for the Betti number of In,(kj ,...,kM ) (we give here
the version for i.i.d. components)
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βα(In,(kj ,...,kM )) = βα(In,(kj ,...,kM−1))
+
n−kM−2∑
i=0
(
n
kM + i
)(
i+ kM − 1
kM − 1
)
pkM+i≥M βα−i+1(In−kM−i,(kj−kM−i,...,kM−1−kM−i))
+
(
n
kM + α− 1
)(
α + kM − 2
kM − 1
)
pkM+α−1≥M
(
M−1∑
i=j
(
n− kM − (α− 1)
ki − kM − (α− 1)
)
p
ki−kM−(α−1)
≥i
)
+ pkM+α≥M
n−kM∑
i=1
(i+ 1)
(
ı
α
)
.
(4.1)
The complete derivation of this formula is straightforward but somewhat tedious.
It is based on the analysis of the branches of the Mayer-Vietoris tree, as described
in Appendix A. Observe that the computation for (k1, . . . , kM) is done in terms of
cases with strictly less than M levels, and hence the recursion is on the number
of performance levels, and not on the number of variables. The efficiency of this
method is equivalent to the one in [39].
Remark 4.5. There are several algorithms to compute the reliability of generalized
multi-state k-out-of-n systems. Some of them are restricted to identical indepen-
dent components. Among these, the algorithm in [19] is as we have seen enumerative
(hence of low efficiency) and applicable to monotonic patterns, the one in [39] is also
enumerative but more efficient and is applicable to monotonic and non-monotonic
patterns. The algorithm in [7] is non enumerative and more efficient than the pre-
vious ones. For the case of independent but not necessarily identical components
the algorithm by [38] uses finite Markov chain imbedding (FMCI) approach and is
adequate for small size systems, as is the algorithm in [36]. Other more efficient
algorithms include [7], based on conditional probabilities, or [25] using multi-valued
decision diagrams. Our algebraic approach is enumerative and applicable to both
kind of systems (with independent and indentical components and with independent
non identical components) and produces not only the full reliability formulas but
also bounds.
5. Binary k-out-of-n system with multi-state components
The following multi-state generalization of k-out-of-n systems was introduced in
[28]. Let Sm,n,k be a system with k components, each of which can be in a set of
states {0, 1, . . . ,m}. Sm,n,k is called an m-multi-state k-out-of-n:G system if the
system works whenever the sum of the states of the n components is bigger than or
equal to k. Note that this kind of systems allows k to be bigger than n. This is an
example of a binary system with multi-state components. This kind of systems are
useful to model different situations like the following examples:
- A storehouse has n storage facilities each of which has a capacity of m units.
At any given time each of the facilities is partially full, leaving a real capacity
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smaller than or equal to m units. The system is said to work if it is capable
to store a new arriving lot that consists of k storage units.
- A set of n pumps and pipes contributes to a global pipe that covers the
needs of a power plant. Each individual pipe may supply water at different
levels {0, . . . ,m} and we consider that the system is working if the combined
supply (sum of all the individual supplies) is above level k.
The reliability ideal of Sm,n,k, denoted by J
m
[n,k] is generated by all monomials x
µ in
n variables such that the degree of xµ is k and µj ≤ m for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. To obtain
the number of generators of the system (i.e. the minimal working states) and the
Betti numbers, needed to compute the reliability function and bounds for it in the
algebraic approach, we can proceed as follows.
First, we list all the generators in a precise ordering, following Proposition 3.2.14
in [28]: For each i from m descending to 0 and for each variable xj for j from 1 to
n (we call xj the distinguished variable in each step) we form all monomials x
µ such
that
- the first j − 1 variables have an exponent strictly smaller than i
- the variable xj has an exponent equal to i
- the remaining last n− j variables have an exponent smaller than or equal to
i
- the degree of xµ equals k
Using this ordering and Corollary 3.2.25 in [28] we can obtain the Betti numbers of
Jm[n,k] using only one more piece of information, namely, for each generator x
µ of Jm[n,k]
we need to know the number of variables before xj that have a nonzero exponent in
xµ. So when we list the generators of Jm[n,k] we keep track of how many of the first
j − 1 variables have a nonzero exponent with the notation we just described. The
method for this computation of the Betti numbers of a monomial ideal is described
in detail in [28, 29].
For this, let j be the distinguished variable and i ≤ m fixed, the exponent of xj in
xµ. Now, for each p between 0 and k− i, which represents the sum of the exponents
of the first j−1 variables of xµ, and for each l between 0 and j−1, which represents
the number of variables among the first j − 1 ones whose exponent is different from
zero, we count all the possible ways to obtain the sum p using l summands each
of which is between 1 and i − 1. This number is called the number of restricted
compositions of p in l summands between 1 and i− 1 and is denoted C(p, l, 1, i− 1)
in [21]. Since we have l nonzero summands among the first j − 1 variables, we can
choose them in
(
j−1
l
)
ways. For each of these choices we have that the exponents of
the last n− j variables sum up to k − i− p and each of these exponents is between
0 and i. The number of such compositions is C(k− i− p, n− j, 0, i). Hence, putting
all these considerations together we have the following result.
Lemma 5.1. The number of generators of Jm[n,k] is
(5.1) Nm[n,k] =
k∑
i=0
n∑
j=1
k−i∑
p=0
j−1∑
l=0
C(p, l, 1, i− 1)
(
j − 1
l
)
C(k − i− p, n− j, 0, i).
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All these generators have degree k, hence β0,k(J
m
[n,k]) = N
m
[n,k] and β0,j(J
m
[n,k]) = 0 for
all j 6= k. Each generator contributes to βi,k+i(Jm[n,k]) with
(
n−l−1
i
)
elements, hence
the formula for the Betti numbers of Jm[n,k] is
(5.2)
βi,k+i(J
m
[n,k]) =
k∑
i=0
n∑
j=1
k−i∑
p=0
C(p, l, 1, i− 1)
(
j − 1
l
)
C(k− i− p, n− j, 0, i)
(
n− l − 1
i
)
and βi,j(J
m
[n,k]) = 0 if j 6= k + i.
Remark 5.2. The number of restricted compositions of an integer with a given num-
ber of bounded summands can be obtained using a certain generating function,
as shown in [1, 12, 15]. The following closed formula for some types of restricted
compositions can be found in Theorem 2.1 in [21] which can be used to explic-
itly compute the numbers in Lemma 5.1 using that C(k − i − p, n − j, 0, i) =
C(k − i− p+ n− j, n− j, 1, i+ n+ j):
C(n, k, 1, b) =
∑
i2=α2,i3,...,ib
max{0,αj}≤ij≤min{βj ,γj}
b∏
l=2
(
k −∑l−1j=2 ij
il
)
,
where
αj = n− k(j − 1)−
b∑
l=j+1
(l − j + 1)il
βj = k −
b∑
l=j+1
il
γj = b
n− k −∑bl=j+1(l − 1)il
j − 1 c.
In order to obtain the necessary information to construct the reliability polino-
mial and bounds from the Betti numbers of Jm[n,k] we need their multigraded version.
For this, let xµ a minimal generator of Jm[n,k] and xj its distinguished variable. Let
(xi1 , . . . , xil) be the l variables among the first j − 1 that appear with a nonzero ex-
ponent in xµ. Let Pxµ = {x1, . . . , xˆj, . . . , xn} \ {xi1 , . . . , xil}. Then the multidegrees
of the contribution of xµ to βi,k+i(J
m
[n,k]) are x
µ
∏
xi∈σ xi for each subset σ of Pxµ of
cardinality i. Observe that the resolution of Jm[n,k] is k-linear, i.e. βi,jJ
m
[n,k] = 0 for
all j 6= k + i.
Example 5.3. Let S be a system with 4 components, each of which has possible
states {0, 1, 2, 3} such that the system is working whenever the sum of the states
of the components is bigger than or equal 5. The ideal of this system is J3[4,5] ⊆
R = k[x, y, z, t] and is minimally generated by the following 40 monomials, sorted
as described before.
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i = 3 i = 2
x x3yt, x3zt, x3yz, x3y2, x3z2, x3t2 x2y2z, x2y2t, x2yz2, x2yt2, x2z2t, x2zt2, x2yzt
y y3zt, y3z2, y3t2, xy3z, xy3t, x2y3 y2z2t, y2zt2, xy2zt, xy2z2, xy2t2
z z3t2, xz3t, yz3t, xyz3, x2z3, y2z3 xz2t2, yz2t2, xyz2t
t xyt3, xzt3, yzt3, x2t3, y2t3, z2t3 xyzt2
And from this we have that β0,5(J
3
[4,5]) = 40, β1,6(J
3
[4,5]) = 92, β2,7(J
3
[4,5]) = 72,
β3,8(J
3
[4,5]) = 19 and βi,j(J
3
[4,5]) = 0 otherwise. Observe that, for instance, the multi-
degrees of the two contributions of xz3t to β1,6(J
3
[4,5]) are xyz
3t and xz3t2, and the
multidegree of its contribution to β2,7(J
3
[4,5]) is xyz
3t2 since Pxz3t = {y, t}.
We finish with an example of application of these systems.
5.1. Storage problem using binary k-out-of-n systems with multi-state
components. Binary k-out-of-n systems with multi-state components can be used
to model storage problems in which the storage capacity is distributed among sev-
eral containers. To illustrate this, let S be the set of n tanks in a wine cellar where
grape is received in the harvesting season. Each of the tanks Ti, i = 1, . . . , n has a
total capacity of Ci tons and when a tractor arrives at the cellar, the staff distributes
the the new coming grapes among different tanks so that the wine produced in the
tanks is sufficiently homogeneous in terms of the origin of the grapes.
The filling procedure is the following: let G be the number of loads of grapes
in the incoming tractor (a load consists of 100Kg). We use a discrete measure of
time, namely time t means that we have already stored in the tanks the grapes of
t tractors. We denote by lt a measure of the level of the set of tanks after time t.
We can consider lt as the average of the levels of each of the tanks, the minimum
or the maximum among them. We choose a level l ≤ min{C1, . . . , Cn} that we do
not want to pass after storing the new coming grapes. Let m = l − lt and observe
that in principle l is chosen so that m < G. Among all the possibilities to perform
the required load, we choose one randomly. Let us denote by pti,j the probability
that at time t the empty space in tank Ti is at least j. We have that p
t
i,0 = 1
for all i and pti,j ≥ 0 for all 0 ≤ j ≤ m. If one or more of the tanks is full at
time t we continue with the same procedure on the remaining tanks. Our goal is to
study the probability p(l), l > lt that we can store the G new coming grape loads
in the n tanks so that no tank is filled beyond l and assuming all tanks are already
filled to level lt. This situation can be modeled by a binary G-out-of-n system with
multi-state components, in which each component can be in states {0, . . . ,m}.
Example 5.4. Consider a cellar with n = 5 tanks with a capacity of 15 tons each.
After a certain time t the maximum level on any of the tanks is 12.5 tons i.e. 125
loads. A tractor arrives with 15 loads of grapes and we want to describe how p(l)
behaves for l > 125. We have modeled the probabilities pi,j as pi,j = 1 − ( 10150j)3/2
for all i, and 0 ≤ j ≤ 15, and pi,j = 0 if j > 15, i.e. in our case all tanks have the
same probability distribution. Under these conditions we have a binary 15-out-of-
5 system with multi-state components such that each component can be in states
{0, . . . ,m = l − 125} for each l. Using the results in Section 5 we have that the
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Figure 1. Probability that we can fill the 5 tanks in Example 5.4 up
to level at most l for l from 125 to 140.
ideal of this system is Jm[5,15]. The number of generators of this ideal, according to
the formula given in Lemma 5.1, gives the number of different ways to allocate the
grapes meeting the requirements of the described procedure. Taking into account
the probabilities of each of the tanks, we can compute the probability that we can
meet the requirements using the multigraded Betti numbers as computed in Lemma
5.1. We used an implementation of the formulas (5.1) and (5.2) and algorithms to
obtain the set of generators and Hilbert series of the corresponding ideals within the
computer algebra system Macaulay2 [24]. The results are shown in Figure 1 and
Table 2, in which we also show the time (in seconds) taken for the computation of
the full list of multigraded Betti numbers, from which we compute the probability
in each case.
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Appendix A. Mayer-Vietoris trees
Let I ⊆ S = k[x1, . . . , xn] be a monomial ideal and G = {g1, . . . , gr} a monomial
generating set (unless otherwise stated we will always consider that G is the unique
minimal monomial generating set of I). Fix any numbering of the elements in G
and let Ii = 〈g1 . . . , gi〉 be the subideal generated by the first i generators of I. For
each i we have the following exact sequence
(A.1) 0 −→ Ii−1 ∩ 〈gi〉 j−→ Ii−1 ⊕ 〈gi〉 l−→ Ii −→ 0.
Assume that free resolutions F′i and F˜i are known for I ′i = Ii−1 and I˜i = Ii−1 ∩ 〈gi〉
respectively. Then, a (not necessarily minimal) resolution Fi of Ii is obtained as the
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Level l p(l) # gens time
125 0 – –
126 0 – –
127 0 – –
128 0.32768 1 0
129 0.78926 121 0.016
130 0.92148 651 0.126
131 0.95644 1451 0.532
132 0.97187 2226 1.140
133 0.97805 2826 1.594
134 0.98136 3246 2.057
135 0.98321 3526 2.274
136 0.98413 3701 2.470
137 0.98453 3801 2.799
138 0.98466 3851 2.821
139 0.98469 3871 2.834
140 0.98469 3876 2.821
Table 2. Probabilities, number of generators and times to compute
multigraded Betti numbers for the data in Example 5.4
mapping cone of the chain complex morphism ψ : F˜i −→ F′i that lifts the inclusion
j, cf. [8, 17].
Using recursively sequence (A.1) on i we can compute a free resolution F = Fr
of I that is called an iterated mapping cone resolution. Observe that this process
preserves (multi) degrees. The ideals involved in this process can be displayed
as a binary tree. The root of this tree is I and every node J = 〈f1 . . . , fj〉 has
J ′ = 〈f1, . . . , fj−1〉 as right child and J˜ = J ′ ∩ 〈fj〉 as left child. This is called a
Mayer-Vietoris tree of I, cf. [29].
Each node in a Mayer-Vietoris tree is assigned a position and a dimension. The
root has position 1 and dimension 0 and the right and left children of a node with
position p and dimension d are given positions 2p + 1 and 2p respectively and di-
mensions d and d+ 1 respectively. We say that a node is relevant if it is either the
root or if its position is even. The multidegrees of the minimal generators of the
relevant nodes of dimension d in a Mayer-Vietoris tree are then the multidegrees
of the generators of the d-th module of the iterated mapping cone resolution F of
I described by the tree. Let MVT(I)d,µ be the set of the positions of the relevant
nodes of dimension d of a given Mayer-Vietoris tree of I having xµ as a minimal
generator. If a monomial xµ appears only once as generator of a relevant node in the
tree then if d is the dimension of that node and p its position let MVT(I)′d,µ = {p}
otherwise MVT(I)′d,µ = ∅ for all d. Note that if MVT(I)′d,µ is not empty, then
MVT(I)′d,µ = MVT(I)d,µ. Since the minimal free resolution of I is a subresolution
of F we have that for any Mayer-Vietoris tree the following result holds [29].
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Proposition A.1. For any Mayer-Vietoris tree of I
# MVT(I)′d,µ ≤ βd,µ(I) ≤ # MVT(I)d,µ.
The generators of the relevant nodes of MVT(I) provide upper and lower bounds
for the Betti numbers of the ideal without actually computing the resolution. These
bounds can be improved using several criteria and are sharp in several families of
ideals, see [29] for details. A simple useful criterion is the following:
Proposition A.2. Let µ be a multidegree such that there are generators of multi-
degree µ in relevant nodes of MVT(I) of dimensions d1 . . . dk such that no two of
them are consecutive, then
βdi,µ(I) = # MVT(I)di,µ.
We say that two generators e
(i)
σ and e
(i−1)
τ of F with the same multidegree form a
reduction pair if the coefficient of e
(i−1)
τ in ϕ(e
(i)
σ ) is a non-zero scalar, i.e. if we can
reduce F by deleting e(i)σ and e(i−1)τ and adjusting ϕi. Reduction pairs appear only in
compatible nodes. Let J and J ′ two nodes of MVT(I) whose first common ancestor
is K and such that J is a descendant of K˜ and J ′ is a descendant of K ′ we say
J and J ′ are compatible if dim(J) − dim(K˜) = dim(J ′) − dim(K ′). Compatibility
of J and J ′ can be read from the binary expression of their positions. We can
therefore ensure that βd,µ(I) is bigger than or equal to the number of generators of
multidegree µ in relevant nodes of dimension d in MVT(I) such that they have no
compatible generator. Hence, if there are no compatible generators, we obtain the
Betti numbers of I directly from MVT(I).
Example A.3. Let us consider Mayer-Vietoris trees of ideals of consecutive linear
k-out-of-n:G systems. Theses systems work if at least k consecutive components
of the n components of the system work. The corresponding ideal is of the form
Ik,n = 〈x1 · · ·xk, . . . , xn−k+1 · · ·xn〉. The Mayer-Vietoris tree of the ideal of the
consecutive linear 2-out-of-5 system, taking as pivot always the last generator, is
(1, 0) x1x2, x2x3, x3x4, x4x5
(2, 1) x1x2x4x5, x3x4x5
(4, 2) x1x2x3x4x5 (5, 1) x1x2x4x5
(3, 0) x1x2, x2x3, x3x4
(6, 1) x2x3x4 (7, 0) x1x2, x2x3
(14, 1) x1x2x3 (15, 0) x1x2
From this tree we obtain that β0,2(I2,5) = 4, β1,3(I2,5) = 3, β1,4(I2,5) = 1 and
β2,5(I2,5) = 1. Moreover, the numerator of the Hilbert series of this ideal is
HNI2,5 = (x1x2+x2x3+x3x4+x4x5)−(x1x2x4x5+x3x4x5+x2x3x4+x1x2x3)+x1x2x3x4x5
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As one can see, the node at position 3 of MV T (Ik,n) is just Ik,n−1 so the contribution
of this branch of the tree is just a smaller case of the same kind. The analysis of
the other branch of the tree is also straightforward and we can easily come up with
a recursive formula for the Betti numbers of Ik,n as was shown in [30]. Using this
kind of reasoning on Mayer-Vietoris trees we come out with recursive formulas like
(4.1).
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